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OUR HISTORY

Great Lengths’ birthplace is London, one of the world’s greatest fashion centres. 
David Gold, founder of Great Lengths, had set himself the goal to develop a hair 
extension system as simple to use as cutting or drying. When in 1991 he had 
developed and patented the Great Lengths principle he had simultaneously 
discovered the fi rst method of thickening thin and fi ne hair in a very simple 
way.

This invention set off a revolution in 1991. For the fi rst time David Gold could 
offer hair extensions and hair thickening in one system. Great Lengths has 
become a sign of our times: men - and particularly women - have started prefe-
rring non aggressive technical solutions and natural products.

In this context Great Lengths has also been one step ahead from the start: so 
far no other system has developed a similarly non compromising technique of 
attaching additional strands to the customer’s own hair. It goes without saying 
that only 100% natural human hair of the highest quality is used.

It is ,therefore, no wonder that Great Lengths should have established itself 
on the worldwide market within a few years. Today top hairdressers in Great 
Britain, Italy, France, Austria, Germany, Scandinavia, Holland, Belgium, Greece, 
Spain, Portugal, Switzerland, Luxembourg, the U. S. A., Canada, Brazil, Australia, 
New Zealand, Russia, Hong Kong, the United Arab Emirates, South Africa, the 
Caribbean, Japan, Mexico and many more countries are offering Great Lengths 
with increasing success.

Today top hairdressers in all the world are offering Great Lengths with increa-
sing success:
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GREAT LENGTHS HAIR

A brief explanation about the different types and qualities of hair used for hair extensions today:

• European hair.                             • Chinese hair• European hair.                             • Chinese hair• European hair. .                               .                               . • Brushed Indian hair.                .                . • Indian Temple hair.   Indian Temple hair.   Indian Temple hair.

• European hair: Unsuitable for hair extensions. 

European hair is very fi ne and can be found on the market only 
in very small quantities. Few European women would be willing 
to give up their hair to hair companies and, if they did, it would 
be necessary for their hair to never have been chemically treated. 
Very unlikely...!

• Chinese hair Unsuitable for hair extensions. 

Even though Chinese hair can be found in large quantities, this 
type of hair is not compatible with ours because it has got a 
round cross-section as opposed to the oval shape of Caucasian 
hair, making it too thick and rigid to be compatible with European 
hair. 

This kind of hair is acceptable for the preparation of wigs and 
toupes, since these are dry cleaned only, allowing the silicone 
layer to stay and the hair to remain shiny.

european hair   chinesse hair
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• Brushed Indian hair: Unsuitable for hair extensions. 

Hundreds of thousands of Indian women gather the hair that is 
collected in their brushes, hair of different lengths, thicknesses 
and color. This method of collection results in balls of yarn where 
the hair lies unorganised in all directions.

Because of the different directions the hair is lying in, and in or-
der to be able to use it, it is necessary to submit it to an aggressi-
ve acid treatment to strip it of its cuticle layer and prevent it from 
tangling.

Inverted cuticle layers

Chemical treatment for brushed hair

In the beginning the hair seems shiny and beautiful, but after a 
few washes the silicone layer starts to wash away and the hair 
becomes dull and brittle again, thus resulting in serious matting 
and discomfort.

This kind of hair is acceptable for the preparation of wigs and 
toupes, since these are dry cleaned only, allowing the silicone 
layer to stay and the hair to remain shiny.

washes / days

In order to thin it out and give it a softer texture, 
this mixed hair must undergo an aggressive 
chemical treatment that destroys the hair cuti-
cle layer, leaving it opaque and fragile.   
The hair is covered with a silicon layer which 
gives it a healthy look. But this protection has a 
short life.
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Monodirectional cuticle layers

Tirupati Temple. India.

• Indian Temple hair: 

Great Lengths utilizes 100% human hair of the best 
quality. 

This is Indian silky hair and in virgin condition. 

Genetically, Indian hair is very similar to Caucasian hair 
in its basic structure. It is of extraordinary quality since 
it has never been exposed to harsh chemical treat-
ments.

Indian hair is optimal for the manufacturing of hair 
extensions.

Great Lengths utilizes only remy hair which means that 
the cuticle layers are all facing the same direction from 
root to end and, therefore, do not tangle.

This also ensures that the extensions behave exactly 
like your own hair, blending in superbly with yours and 
looking super natural!
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OUR DE-PIGMENTATION AND 
PIGMENTATION PROCESS.

The hair arrives at the Great Lengths factory in virgin 
state. There it undergoes a special process.  Let’s take a 
look at  the difference between our de-pigmentation 
process and the standards decoloration.

DE-PIGMENTATION PROCESS
The hair undergoes a delicate process of de-pigmenta-
tion lasting 15 -20 days. The black pigments are slowly 
lifted from inside the hair, NOT from the outside as it 
happens with ammonium derivatives which damage 
our outside cuticle. Basically, we don’t bleach our hair!

The color molecules are actually removed rather than bleached... Our system of depigmentation does not damage 
the hair and permits the removal of the black pigment without altering the quality of the hair.

STANDARD DECOLORATION

The color pigments are broken down but they continue taking up space inside the hair. The bleaching agent also 
damages the hair, leaving it opaque and fragile.
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PIGMENTATION PROCESS
In order to obtain excellent quality without variations as well as a vast range of colors, the hair is subjected to a special 
process of pigmentation. When not subjected to dye or bleach, virgin hair has the same texture and quality of dark hair. 

The new pigment has a clean, empty space to occupy.  This ensures that the molecule sits fi rmly in place and thus the 
color will not fade out... just like your cashmere sweater!

Great Lengths has the best pigmentation process. .. We dye for our hair!

TRADITIONAL DYEING

The traditional dye does not manage to cover the molecules, remaining only on the surface. This means that after several 

washes the color will fade away.
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OUR KERATIN

The method of bonding patented by Great Lengths is of the highest technology. The keratin is a polymer compound who-
se molecular structure is very similar to that of human hair and respects its same properties and alterations.

Other polymers:

Unlike our keratin, other polymers do not behave like hu-
man hair. This means that the bond will soon deteriorate and 
hair will start to fall out.

Other polymers:

Environmental elements deteriorate the bond and hair star-
ts to fall out.

Great Lengths Keratin:

When wet, hair expands and when dry it contracts back to 
its natural state. Our keratin moves and behaves like your 
own hair, ensuring a gentle yet strong hold without dama-
ging it the least.

Great Lengths Keratin:

Our keratin has been designed so that it is compatible 
with elements such as heat, water and sunlight. Your ex-
tensions will last until you decide to take them out.
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LOS METODOS DE APLICACIÓN DE EXTENSIONES

Great Lengths’ method is unique: no other system treats your hair in such a gentle way because Great Lengths has put an 
end to gluing, knotting and welding. Our modulation technique is a revolutionary system; an extremely durable yet gent-
le bonding attaches Great Lengths hair to your own hair.

3200 Thermal System

THE ORIGINAL - The system that has become the standard by which 
all other extension systems are judged has put extension services into 
the mainstream! This still unrivaled system produces results simply not 
possible with any other system. The Great Lengths 3200 applicator tong 
is heated on one side. The temperature, which is approximately the same 
temperature as the lowest setting on a standard curling iron, is used to 
soften the Great Lengths bond so it can be molded to your natural hair. 
Unlike other systems, where glue guns and wax melting pots are used, 
the 3200 applicator allows for a very clean and precise application. The 
result is undetectable attachments that are brushable, durable and, most 
importantly, non-damaging to your natural strands.

Ultrasonic 5000

THE NEXT LEVEL - Technology is the passion of Great Lengths International, 
and the newly introduced Ultrasonic 5000 method is the result of that 
passion. This “cold fusion” method uses no heat. The Great Lengths strands 
are attached via ultrasonic wave. Extensionists and their clients are raving 
over the Ultrasonic 5000 which produces attachment sites that seamlessly 
fl ow from the client’s natural hair ends into the Great Lengths strands. 
Just as resilient as the 3200 Thermal method, the Ultrasonic 5000 can 
accomplish amazing results for special needs clients such as those with 
extremely fi ne, thin hair. The Great Lengths Ultrasonic 5000, simply put, is 
the world’s fi nest system for the application of human hair strands.

Air Pressure System

THE NEXT GENERATION -  This incredible machine has launched hair 
extensions into a new dimension. It enables you to complete a full head of 
extensions in less than one hour instead of the 3-4 hours it takes with any 
other system. Thanks to a tiny built-in air compressor, a specially designed 
application arm is activated applying 7 to 10 strands at the same time in 
just 20 seconds. What’s more, you do not need to use your fi ngers to mold 
the bonds because the machine does everything by itself. The incredible 
precision and speed of application make this machine stand out above all 
the rest and is considered to be the breakthrough of the 21st century in the 
hair extension sector.
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NEW TECHNOLOGY: AIR PRESSURE SYSTEM

Thanks to the automation of the new system, there is no need for the use of hands to place the strands. Therefore, we 
have reduced the margin of application error to almost zero. This means that the client is guaranteed a perfect symmetri-
cal application with equal distancing between the strands.

Many strands may be applied at the same time, thus reducing the application times dramatically. Unlike all other exten-
sion systems, a client need not sit in a chair for four hours, but may now complete a whole head in less than one hour! This 
time even includes cutting and styling!. A salon can save a lot of precious time with this system and the client feels much 
happier having to sit in the chair for considerably less time.

The strands are small and completely fl at and are applied underneath the client’s own hair. This means that they are extre-
mely comfortable to wear and, most importantly, completely invisible to detect. The bonds are so invisible that they make 
this method the most natural and most advanced on the market.

With the Air Pressure system, the hairdresser may personalize his/her hair transfer by placing the colors he/she wants on 
a special foil paper provided by Great Lengths so that fashionable, trendy highlights may be achieved in just a matter of 
minutes!

1 - The hair transfer is carefully placed 
over the client’s hair and the applica-
tion arm is inserted over it.

3 - Remove the application arm and let 
the hair transfer cool. (In the meantime 
you may start working on your next 
strand if needed.)

4 - Gently remove the foil 5 - The strands have been applied 
successfully and the result is a perfec-
tly symmetrical application with the 
strands being equally distanced bet-
ween one another.

6 - In less than a minute we have crea-
ted a wonderful color effect without 
the use of chemical substances, some-
thing which has never been possible 
until today.

2 - The button on the arm is pressed 
and the application process begins. 
After 20 seconds the arm opens auto-
matically and the application is com-
plete.


